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Why Outreach for Gaia  
and Follow-up Missions?
• Public Awareness and Education: Outreach efforts help raise awareness about scientific 

projects and their goals among the general public. 

• Inspiring the Next Generation: Outreach activities inspire and motivate young people to 

pursue careers in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) fields. 

• Bridging the Gap between Science and Society: Complicated projects like Gaia can 

often seem inaccessible or intimidating to the general public due to its technical nature.

• Increasing Support and Funding: Effective outreach programs can garner public support 

and increase the likelihood of securing funding for scientific projects. 

• Motivation for Scientist: Public outreach can serve as a powerful motivator for scientists 

themselves when they witness the appreciation and recognition their work receives from 
the general public.


• „Bringeschuld“ ("obligation to deliver“): Public outreach in science is an obligation to 
provide information, as the public finances scientific projects with their tax money.


• …



Astronomy Outreach in General
• Visual Nature of General Astronomy: General astronomy often involves visually captivating 

phenomena such as colorful nebulae, distant galaxies, or stunning images of planets making it easier to 
engage the public. 

• Spectacular Events and Discoveries: Events like supernovae, comets, or eclipses capture the public's 
attention. 

• Spectacular Objects:  Black Holes mysterious with their mind-bending properties; Exoplanets in 
particular those where life possibly can exist. 

• Extension of the Universe in Space and Time: The vastness and scale of the universe evoke a sense of 
wonder and raises questions about our place in the cosmos. The light from distant cosmic objects has 
traveled across vast cosmic distances allow us to peer back in time.  

• Potential Risks and Hazards: The potential threat of asteroid impacts on Earth has garnered significant 
attention. Gamma ray bursts, close supernova explosions. 

• Evolution of the Universe: Where do we come from? How were the star and planets formed? What will 
happen to the universe in the future?
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Specific Challenges of Outreach  
in Space Astrometry
• Complexity of Astrometry: Astrometry, the precise measurement of positions and motions of 

celestial objects, can be a complex and technical field. Explaining the intricate methodologies 
and scientific principles behind Gaia's astrometric measurements in a way that is accessible to a 
non-specialist audience can be a challenge. 

• Lack of Visual Appeal: Astrometry missions like Gaia primarily generate data that may not have 
the same immediate visual appeal as stunning astronomical images. The challenge lies in finding 
compelling ways to present and visualize the scientific data to captivate the public's interest. 

• Communication of Significance: Although astrometry is a very important basis for almost all 
fields in astronomy, we have to articulate its importance of astrometry in mapping the Milky 
Way, discovering exoplanets, unraveling galactic evolution, and other scientific breakthroughs. 
Five papers are published every day since Gaia DR2 using Gaia data. 

• Precision and Accuracy: Gaia's mission is known for its remarkable precision and accuracy in 
measuring celestial objects and this can fascinate the public. 
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Nobel Prize Laureate George Smoot

ESA Astronaut (SpaceX Crew-3) Matthias Maurer

Gaia Sky is developed by Toni Sagristà

http://www.zah.uni-heidelberg.de/gaia/outreach/gaiasky

http://www.zah.uni-heidelberg.de/gaia/outreach/gaiasky


Visualisation of the Gaia Mission with Gaia Sky



Specific Challenges of Outreach  
in Space Astrometry
• Communication of Significance: Although astrometry is a very important basis for 

almost all fields in astronomy, we have to articulate its importance of astrometry 
in mapping the Milky Way, discovering exoplanets, unraveling galactic evolution, 
and other scientific breakthroughs. Five papers are published every day since Gaia 
DR2 using Gaia data.



Some of the topic to which Gaia contributes
• Asteroids 

• White Dwarfs 

• Cepheids 

• Cataclysmic variables 

• Magnetic stars 

• AGB  stars 

• RR Lyrae stars 

• Red giant stars 

• Luminous blue variables 

• Red clump stars 

• Runaway and hypervelocity stars: 

• Microlensing events 

• Exoplanet radii 

• Stellar kinematics 

• Structure of the Milky Way 

• Bolometric corrections 

• Star forming regions 

• Distances and kinematics of pulsars

• Binaries for gravitational wave detections (LISA) 
• Luminosities of exoplanet stars 
• Finding open clusters, finding cluster members 
• Isochrone ages of stars 
• Gaia photometry 
• Stellar distances 
• Determining open and globular cluster properties (kinematics, age, 

metallicities) 
• Finding and analysing tidal streams 
• Galactic disk 
• Investigation of the Milky Way halo 
• Proper motion of Milky Way satellites and galaxies in the Local Group 
• Quasars 
• Strongly lensed quasars 
• Hubble constant 
• Reference system 
• Dark Matter 
• Planetary Nebula
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Gaia Team

The Gaia collaboration was awarded the 
Lancelot M. Berkeley Prize for Meritorious 
Work in Astronomy in January 2023 at the 

AAS Winter Meeting. 



Specific Challenges of Outreach  
in Space Astrometry
• Precision and Accuracy: Gaia's mission is known for its remarkable precision and 

accuracy in measuring celestial objects and this can fascinate the public. 



The Human Aspect of Science

• Human Connection: Including scientists from the project in outreach efforts humanises the mission.
• Expert Insight: Their insights provide a deeper understanding of the project and its significance compared to 

those with an outside view.
• Personal Stories: Scientists can share personal stories, anecdotes, and challenges they faced during the project. 

Passion and Enthusiasm: Scientists' genuine enthusiasm for their work can be contagious and inspire the 
public's interest in the mission. 

• …
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Articles in Scientific Magazines
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Unsere Galaxis
Die neuen Messdaten der Gaia-Mission

Astrofotografie
Technik und Methoden 
im Wandel der Zeit

Superraketen
Mächtige Träger 
für Meganutzlasten

Edelsteinregen
Die verrückte Welt 
von WASP-121 b
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Nach dem ersten Teil von Gaias drittem Sternkatalog Ende 2020  
kam nun ein großer Nachschlag dazu: Im Sommer 2022 wurden neue 



Collaboration with Planetaria

Multipliers of Astronomy Knowledge: Planetaria have a significant audience  and act as amplifiers, disseminating 
astronomy knowledge to a wide audience. 
Experience in Astronomy Outreach: Planetaria are very experienced connecting scientific research to the public
Visualisation: Planetaria use advanced technology to transform complex data into captivating visuals.

Animation:  
Blender (Stephan Payne_Wardenaar 
Gaia Sky (Toni Sagristà)

A collaboration of the Astronomisches 
Rechen-Institut in Heidelberg with the 
Planetarium in Mannheim, Germany, 
resulted in a planetarium show 
focused on the Milky Way. Gaia 
measurements played a significant 
role in animating a realistic 
representation of our galaxy for the 
full dome. And Gaia’s role to 
understand the Milky Way was often 
mentioned in the show.



Gaia Sky Videos for Planetaria

Robin Geyer, Dresden Observatory



Gaia Teaching tools from the 
University of Barcelona
• Bookmarks 

• Memory Game: https://gaia.ub.edu/?p=10302 

• 3 D constellations for schools: https://serviastro.ub.edu/en/
projects/constellations-in-3d 

• Instructions to build (in Spanish): https://serviastro.ub.edu/sites/
serviastro/files/fitxers/material/2019-09/conscast.pdf

http://www.ub.edu/laubdivulga/festacienciaub/festacienciaVII/bombolla-3d.html
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Gaia Posters

A set of Gaia posters in English and other 
languages:  

https://serviastro.ub.edu/en/materials/
exhibitions/mil-milions-dulls-a-mil-milions-
destrelles 

The Gaia posters, which original version in Spanish 
and English was prepared by the Gaia team from 
the University of Barcelona, were translated into 
German, improved, and technically implemented 
by the joint team from ARI/ZAH, University of 
Heidelberg and Lohrmann Observatory, Technische 
Universität Dresden.

https://serviastro.ub.edu/en/materials/exhibitions/mil-milions-dulls-a-mil-milions-destrelles
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Positive Experience

• The Gaia mission enjoys a high level of esteem and recognition within the astronomical 
community.  
• The mission generates an extensive amount of stories, weekly pictures, and materials for data 

releases. This is largely attributed to the active involvement of teams responsible for research 
papers, who also contribute to the creation of images and videos for outreach purposes. 
• During the intervals between data releases, numerous authors, upon recognizing the 

significance of their scientific findings, contribute to the production of stories and visualisations 
for publication on the ESA website. 
• The collaboration between Gaia DPAC and ESA is highly effective, particularly within the small 

DPAC/ESA outreach team.  
• Additionally, significant efforts are undertaken at the local and national levels to engage in 

outreach activities, often conducted in the languages specific to the respective regions involved.



Shortcomings

• The Gaia team responsible for regular outreach material at the CU/DPAC level is 
quite small, comprising essentially two to three individuals. 
• The ESA Communication team is engaged in various missions and may not always 

have the capacity to write stories and similar content. 
• High-level decisions from ESA are not always transparent, and the influence of 

DPAC is often limited. 
• The potential impact of stories, pictures, and videos could be significantly greater 

if we were able to publish them on social media platforms with a larger subscriber 
base. 
• Numerous aspects of outreach, such as engaging with schools, have unfortunately 

not been possible to the extent that we would wish due to the lack of personal.



Possible Improvements

• Have a larger group of people working for outreach on a project level 
(plus people doing outreach on local scale) 
• Make sure that software for visualisations are up-to-date. 
• Find a way to publish the outreach material most efficiently. 
• Will ESA update their outreach group?


